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Dear Friends,
During this outgoing year of 2021,
Ethiopia has experienced one of the
most difficult challenges in its history.
Tigray People's Liberation Front (TPLF)
and its foreign enablers have waged an
all-out war to destroy Ethiopia. TPLF
aggression is termed as a hybrid war by
some
historiansthe
war
that
“employed
political
warfare,
conventional warfare, irregular warfare
and cyberwarfare with other influencing methods, such as fake news,
diplomacy, lawfare and foreign electoral intervention”. The TPLF war was wellplanned, well-coordinated and meticulously executed. Even though TPLF
aggression has resulted in incalculable damages to Ethiopia, however, it failed
to achieve its declared objective of dismembering Ethiopia. The people and
government of Ethiopia have once again demonstrated their will and
determination to protect their country and their dignity as their forefathers and
ancestors have done so for millennia. Their unshakeable resolve has
determined the outcome of this war. As we approach the end of 2021 the truth
about this war has surfaced. On the war front, Ethiopia has gained the upper
hand. TPLF is defeated in Amhara and Afar regions and its invading army is on
the run. On the international arena the truth about this war has also begun to
surface. More people have started doubting the international media's deceitful
propaganda about the essence of the war. The truths about TPLF intentions
have slowly begun to come out and some even have spoken publicly.
Republican Senator Jim Inhofe told the Biden Administration, on December 15,
2021, that “One of my big criticisms of our State Department is that they tend to
go around the world telling other countries what they need to do instead of
focusing on building lasting friendships and alliances.” He further noted that
“The Biden Administration should take real steps to undo the sanctions against
the democratically elected government of Ethiopia and roll back the termination
of AGOA benefits.” It is to be recalled that a couple of months ago the Senator
told the American people that TPLF is a terrorist organization that aims to
create havoc and destruction to the entire region of the Horn of Africa.
On the Democratic Party side Congresswoman Karen Bass, Chairwoman of the
House Sub-Committee on Africa said, “I denounce the threat to oust Prime
Minister Abiy Ahmed – through political negotiation or military force if necessary
– and install a transitional government made by the alliance of the Tigrayan
People’s Liberation Front with the Oromo Liberation Army and other opposition
groups throughout Ethiopia.” She further issued a statement on December 15
warning the Biden Administration that “suspension of AGOA will reverse
economic gains that have been hard won by the people of Ethiopia, American
investors and exacerbates the circumstances of the most vulnerable population
including women and children.” Similar statement was also issued by
Congresswoman Sheila Jackson of Texas.
Senator Van Hollen and Representative Karen Bass writing to President Biden
said, “We write regarding your intent to terminate the designation of Ethiopia as
a beneficiary country under the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) as
of January 1, 2022. We ask that you reconsider this decision to suspend
Ethiopia’s eligibility on such an abrupt timeline and allow time for all parties in
Ethiopia to take the necessary steps to end the conflict, deploy humanitarian
aid to those who need it, and continue negotiations to garner peace.
Such courageous statements came out at the time when many maintained
silences avoiding an inconvenient truth about this war. We thank Sen. Van
Hollen, Rep. Garamandi, Sen. Inhofe, Rep. Bass and Rep. Jackson for your
timely support. This is surely a wonderful gift to the Ethiopian people for the
New Year and an encouraging sign to the American Ethiopian Public Affairs
Committee which is working to strengthen US-Ethiopia relationship.
Happy New Year!
Sincerely,

Mesfin Tegenu, AEPAC Chairman
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AEPAC ACTIVITY UPDATE
The Year in Review
Barely ten months old, AEPAC had a very busy, productive, and successful ten
months.
Here are some key highlights at-a-glance:
AEPAC Established – March 2021 saw the birth of the first Ethiopian
American PAC. Registered as a 501 (c) organization and registered by the
National Election Commission (NEC), AEPAC’s core mission is to strengthen
and enhance the century-old relationship between the United States and
Ethiopia. WEAF is a sister organization established as a 501(c)(4) non-profit
organization to engage in fundraising, lobbying, public relations and
communication activities related to Ethiopia.
AEPAC Partners – AEPAC has about 15 Ethiopian-American organizational
partners that share similar pro-Ethiopia missions and visions.
AEPAC Contractors – AEPAC engaged the services of Mercury to support the
lobbying and PR work of AEPAC. AEPAC also engaged the services of a
legal/financial firm to provide legal and financial counsel.
Groups Formed – AEPAC formed functional groups including Government
Relations (GR), Public Relations (PR) and Diaspora Relations Groups. The GR
group has made over 100 direct contacts with US legislators and/or their
staffers and engaged them with issues that affect the Ethiopian US relations
and help them take informed positions around the crisis in Ethiopia.
The PR group has succeeded to get out press releases, op-eds, letters to the
editor etc. on many national and local papers. AEPAC website has been
launched as a platform for important and timely news, articles, opinions, and
resources that are posted and archived regularly. A monthly newsletter started
to come out in June and has published seven editions to date. Several video
clips on burning issues like AGOA, child soldiers etc. have been developed and
circulated widely through social media and the website.
The Diaspora group has created a network of Ethiopian Americans and built a
comprehensive database that will serve the purpose of petition writing, election
registration and voting. The social media effort using Twitter and Facebook has
expanded in an unprecedented manner and made a difference in reaching out
to supports and politicians with key factual and correct information and lobbying
for the cause.
Ethiopian Orthodox Bishops engage legislators – AEPAC organized a
three-day consultative meeting of eleven Ethiopian Orthodox Bishops
representing all 50 States and Canada with legislators and Administration
officials in Washington DC. This was an opportunity for the Bishops to inform
the officials about the truth on the ground and advice the government to take
decisions that promote the age-old relationship of the two sisterly countries.
Election Campaign – AEPAC developed a 50-state strategy plan for the midterm election of 2022 and 2014. To implement the strategy, AEPAC and its
partners formed a national elections campaign committee mandated to
establish state and district level election campaigns. In collaboration with
partners, the committees will work for high registration and election turnouts in
priority battleground states. Ethiopian American voters actively participated in
the VA Gubernatorial elections, which resulted in a historic change of the reign
of governorship from Democrats to Republicans.
AEPAC Election Campaign Strategy Implementation Update
The AEPAC national election campaign committee (NECC) composed of about
40 representatives of partners and supporters has now formed about thirty
State Election Campaign Committees (SECC). Some of the SECC has started
planning for the formation of District Election Campaign Committees (DECC). It
is at this level where all the actions of voter registration, candidates’ evaluation
and engagement and voting happen.
In addition to these operational
committees, other support committees that are formed and functions include
the Election Research, Research, Campaign, Media, and Data committees.
Tidbits
The #NoMore rally that started in about 25 cities in five continents has
expanded and the slogan is showing signs of being a pan-African
movement to express a NO MORE interference on matters of countries’
independence and sovereignty by the west.
In response to the call for the one-million-persons-come-home call by the
Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy, AEPAC will be represented by its chairman
Mesfin Tegenu. There is a plan for AEPAC and its partners to hold a highticket dinner event which is targeting to raise $1 million US dollars in
which the government and the group will agree on projects that will be
implemented to address the health needs of the affected communities in a
time frame of 60-90 days.
MEDIA
In November’s e-newsletter we were able to report a record amount of AEPAC
coverage, including with CNN, Washington Post, Bloomberg, AP and many
others. December has seen that hard work and consistent messaging start to
pay off. The media’s narrative has turned.
The TPLF is final receiving the international scrutiny we have long called for,
most prominently by Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch who
documented atrocities committed in Afar and Amhara. These reports and
others have been reported widely in the international media. Channel 4 in the
UK visited Kombolcha where it uncovered the looting of schools and hospitals
by the TPLF, and Reuters sent an investigative journalist to Afar and Amhara
which resulted in a harrowing article of killings and rape. As government forces
continue to liberate towns and villages, more stories of atrocities will be
uncovered and we will do what we can to shine a light on the TPLF’s crimes.
We also issued an open letter to Secretary Blinken calling for sanctions on the
TPLF leadership which secured coverage with Borkena.
We have generally seen more accuracy in reporting. Our challenging of
journalists has helped provide a better understanding of how the conflict started
and what has happened since. One highlight for December was from the BBC,
who wrote a very favourable article this month praising PM Abiy for his
approach of going to the frontline.
Elsewhere AEPAC’s immense effort to reverse the White House’s decision to
delist Ethiopia from AGOA made real progress, most notably securing a
supportive joint letter from Congresswoman Karen Bass and Senator Chris Van
Hollen which was covered by Today News Africa and AllAfrica.
Finally, we have been promoting AEPAC’s work as an organisation and the
impact the Ethiopian-American community has made over the past six-months.
Chairman Mesfin Tegenu and Secretary Youm Fesseha undertook a joint
interview with Reuters to discuss AEPAC’s journey so far and its
future. BlackStarNews published a positive piece looking at AEPAC and the
community’s efforts in Virginia. And the Chairman gave a comprehensive
interview to Danish journalist Rasmus Sonderriis which has been published
on Medium.

DIGITAL
The final month of 2021 saw several targeted campaigns payoff in the form of
bolstering AEPAC’s capabilities in the digital space. Key points to highlight
include the launch of a Facebook ad campaign that aims to build AEPAC’s
mailing & donor list. This is a vital step towards establishing AEPAC as the
voice of the Ethiopian diaspora in the US in a digital sphere of influence.
Another key development has been the extensive campaign to reverse the
delisting of Ethiopia from AGOA. This campaign was run across several
platforms, including a Phone2Action campaign that allowed diaspora members
to send over 60,000 emails to their federal representatives and the Biden
administration, and a Change.org petition that is being used to show elected
officials the strength of feeling around the issue.
The digital efforts were rounded out with the launch of a diaspora-led Instagram
channel, aimed at promoting the diversity and values of the US-based
Ethiopian community.
In the last 30 days, AEPAC content on Twitter has appeared in newsfeeds 447k
times and there have been over 19.4k profile visits to the AEPAC channel. The
channels have also grown a huge amount this year, gaining over 2050 followers
in the last month alone.
Content including open letters, impactful videos and graphics have driven high
engagement and click-throughs. Some of the best performing content was the
following:

NEWS AND CURRENT AFFAIRS
Reversal on the Battle Front and post-occupation Human Rights
Abuses/Violations
Prime Minister Abiy returned to his office after two weeks on the battlefront. His
presence in the front was a morale booster to the fighting forces and affected
communities. The belligerents were driven back from most occupied locations
in Amhara and Afar regions. There are reports of gruesome human rights
abuses and gang rapes conducted by TPLF forces. The government reports
that over 13 hospitals, 400 health centres and 1,700 health posts have been
ransacked and destroyed leaving millions of citizens with no health care
services. Similar destruction and looting have been reported in the education
sector where Universities and schools are destroyed, looted, and made
nonfunctional. Utility services and public offices, private businesses, their
documents, and homes were also victims of the attack and looting. The
Ethiopian human rights commission and Amnesty International including the US
government have expressed concern and demanded such wanton destruction
of civilian life, property, and services stop immediately.
According to the OCHA situation report, 9.4 million people need assistance in
the Tigray, Amhara and Afar regions. Although there is a demand by the UN,
international bodies, and governments to expedite and allow unfettered access
for humanitarian aid to Tigray, there is, on the contrary, a silence when TPLF
commandeered more than 1,000 UN/WFP trucks delivering humanitarian
supplies to the people in Tigray region and used them for military purposes
instead of delivering aid to the affected areas. A spokesperson for the
Secretary-General Stéphane Dujarric reported that “large quantities of
humanitarian food supplies, including nutritional items for malnourished
children” had been stolen in Kombolcha, Amhara region. He added that the
“small-scale theft of food escalated into mass looting of warehouses across
Kombolcha in recent days, reportedly by elements of the Tigrayan forces and
some members of the local population”.
The Ethiopian Government has set up a post-crisis rehabilitation and
reconstruction body that will quantify the extent and nature of the destruction to
urgently mobilize resources and begin to address the identified problems to
bring the situation to normalcy.
One-Million-Come-Home Invitation for the Ethiopian Christmas and
Epiphany
The Prime Minister extended a call for the Ethiopian diaspora to come home
during the religious holidays during Christmas and Epiphany in December and
January. It is anticipated that this travelling home in response to the call can
spur confidence in the peace and stability situation that prevails in the country
despite the crisis in the North. This is also an opportunity for the responders not
only to increase the direct infusion of hard currency into the economy but show
the world that there is no “the sky is falling” scenario perpetrated by some
governments and media.
The Ethiopian Airline, the flagship national carrier, has announced a 30%
reduction in ticket price during the window of the call. The government has set
up an office that will deal with welcoming and planning of the travellers so that
the trip will be both fun and business-like.
Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed said in a tweet - “We welcome Ethiopians in the
Diaspora for the Great Ethiopian Home Coming. As the holiday season is upon
us and our friends in the diplomatic community in Ethiopia depart to celebrate
the season with their families, we welcome Ethiopians in the Diaspora for the
Great Ethiopian Home Coming”.
Africa’s Bid for Permanent Seat at UN Security Council (UNSC)
Created in 1945 after World War II to address the failure of the League of
Nations in maintaining world peace, the UN Security Council is a 15-member
council composed of five permanent members and ten non-permanent
members elected for two years charged with ensuring international peace and
security. The Security Council's five permanent members have the power to
veto any substantive resolution; this allows a permanent member to block the
adoption of a resolution, but not to prevent or end debate.
Africa’s bid for a permanent seat at the UN Security Council is part of the
struggle to create a new and fair world order. According to some experts,
the Security Council from its establishment was set up to protect the interests of
the winners of World War II and it denies representation of the rest of the world.
Senegalese President Macky Sall and South African President Cyril
Ramaphosa denounced the “unfair” representation of Africa in the UN Security
Council, regretting that no African country is a permanent member. The
President of Turkey who hosted the recent Africa-Turkey Summit in Istanbul
supported the bid for Africa to have a permanent seat at the UNSC. Prime
Minister of Ethiopia, Abiy Ahmed, has also joined other African leaders in
calling for an African country to be included in the United Nations Security
Council (UNSC). The PM said, “I join other African leaders in reiterating that a
continent of around 1.4 billion people needs a permanent voice and seat at the
UNSC represented through a bloc. Issues and decisions that concern the
continent cannot continue being addressed without continental representation”.
Ethiopian Parliament Approves draft proclamation to Form National
Dialogue Commission
One of the national issues that the government promised when it was elected in
the 6th national election in June 2021 was to work for national consensus and
establish a common ground on national issues through inclusive national
dialogue and consultation. Dialogue, along with negotiations, is also a
persistent call from the UN and international bodies to address the crisis in the
country.
The Ethiopian Parliament has approved a proclamation on the formation of a
National Dialogue Commission which opens up another phase in Ethiopia’s
democratization process of creating a credible institution - in an Ethiopian form,
and manner - that can impartially lead and coordinate dialogue to bring the
public and elites with different political views together and have a common and
constructive stance on the basic national agendas, including reconciling
widening political differences and resolve long-standing disagreements
between ethnic groups.
The major duty of the Commission is identifying agenda items that would
contribute to national consensus, identifying stakeholders that would need to
participate in the national dialogue, convening the dialogue platforms
themselves, crafting implementation processes for recommendations coming
out of the national dialogue, and then following up on implementation plans.
The process of forming the Commission was preceded by consultative
meetings of the National Electoral Board of Ethiopia, the Ethiopian Human
Rights Commission, the Joint Council of Ethiopian Political Parties, and several
civic society organizations.
UN Human Rights Council (UNHRC) to establish an independent
investigation into abuses in the Ethiopian conflict
The US and UN have not let up on Ethiopia with new resolutions and pressure.
Unfortunately, these actions seem not to be balanced as the focus is more on
the humanitarian needs in Tigray and not much on the atrocities committed on
the people of Amhara and Afar regions since June 2021. The latest was the
UNHRC 47-country resolution of creating a three-member panel of experts for
one year to investigate humanitarian abuses, collect evidence and identify
those responsible for violations with a view to future prosecutions. The
resolution was supported by 21 countries with 15 against and 11
abstaining. The African Group of 13 countries called for the resolution to be
rejected, saying that the proposed investigative mechanism was
"counterproductive and likely to exacerbate tensions".
The Government of Ethiopia delegation rejected the Council proceedings as
politically motivated interference, at the same time standing by its firm position
on an unreserved commitment to human rights. The Government rejected this
resolution based on the premise that the UN joint humanitarian investigation
[the Ethiopian Human Rights Commission (EHRC) and the Office of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR)] which did a
comprehensive investigation doesn’t justify duplicating a similar effort when the
Government is already working on implementing the recommendation of the
joint investigation. "No more to double standards; no more to unilateral coercive
measures; and no more to meddling in internal affairs under the pretext of
human rights" was the message from the delegate of the Ethiopian
Government at the meeting.
For the record, the previous joint investigation report has been supported by the
UN, sixteen European countries including the US and Ethiopia. Prime Minister
Abiy said he accepted the report despite some "serious reservations" and said
it did not accuse the government of genocide or using food as a weapon. He
said a civil-military task force would be established to investigate all the
allegations in the report.
A statement from the sixteen countries in response to the report said: “We
acknowledge the Government of Ethiopia’s commitment to providing redress to
victims of the violations and abuses identified in the report, noting the need for
redress and support for victims of gender-based atrocities. We urge a similar
commitment be made by the Government of Eritrea and the Tigray People’s
Liberation Front, and all other parties to the conflict. We also welcome the
Government of Ethiopia’s commitment to a transitional justice process and its
decision to establish a special prosecutor’s office and a dedicated judicial
bench to oversee cases involving defendants accused of committing the
violations referenced in the joint report”.
Competing for Africa
All the major economies are vying to establish solid security, economic and
development compacts with Africa, a population of about 1.4 billion.
While the United States’ competitors show off their strengths, the United States
has been completely absent among the high-profile Africa summits, with the
Obama administration hosting the first and only U.S.-Africa Leaders’ Summit in
2014 followed by a second U.S.-Africa Business Forum in 2016. The United
States does hold the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) Forum
annually.
The African Union hosts summits annually and France and the United Kingdom
have long histories of convening summits with their former colonies. France
expanded the annual Africa-France summit continent-wide in 1996. Japan
kicked off the international trend of the regularly scheduled pan-African head of
state-level summits hosting the first Tokyo International Conference on African
Development (TICAD) in 1993 and continues to host TICAD every five
years. The India-Africa Summit is held every three years as the official platform
for African Indian relations.
In 2006, China launched the Forum on China–Africa Cooperation (FOCAC),
which has since alternated between being held in China or in Africa every three
years with the 8th summit held in Senegal in 2021, where China committed to
provide AGOA-type trade tariffs for African agricultural and other products.
India followed in 2008 with the India-Africa Forum Summit (IAFS), and Russia
joined in the pageantry in 2019 holding the first Russia-Africa Summit in Sochi
with the second to follow in 2022.
The third Turkey-Africa Partnership Summit, where the Ethiopian Prime
Minister attended, took place in Istanbul under the theme “Enhanced
Partnership for Common Development and Prosperity” this past December. The
Turkey-Africa Partnership Joint Action Plan 2021-2026 contains concrete
actions to be implemented jointly by Turkey, the AU and its Member States.

HOW YOU CAN HELP
Follow
To keep up to date with AEPAC’s work, please follow us on Twitter, and Facebook for
regular updates.
Check out our website - www.aepact.org
Share
Want to help push the voice of American-Ethiopians to the audiences who matter? Then
please share these Tweets so that AEPAC’s message is seen by more people across
social media:
AEPAC Mission Video
Open letter to Members of Congress
Oped in Foreign Policy News
Contact
P.O.Box 636 Kenneth Square, PA 19348
info@aepact.org | www.aepact.org
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